
NEW COMPACT
GAUGE



ADVANTAGES

The new Aircomp compact gauge, featuring a modern aesthetics, has
been designed and realised for being handy and small-sized. Thanks to
its compactness, it takes less space and reduces the risk of breaking
caused by accidental impacts. The mounting is easy, not requiring the
use of tools. Tightness is ensured by an O-Ring, not requiring the use of
teflon or sealant. The wide display enables a quick reading.

The new Aircomp compact gauge can be re-used also on other suitable
Aircomp units. It is always possible to replace the compact gauge with a
commercial one. 
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1. Visibility – The wide display ensures a better visibility

even from a distance. 

2. Compactness – Designed for having reduced

dimensions and restraining the risk of breaking caused by

accidental impacts. 

3. Easiness – Simple mounting without tools. The gauge

can be aligned with hands without using sealant or teflon. 

4. Versatility – Promptly re-usable on other suitable

Aircomp units. It can be replaced with other commercial

gauges, applying sealant or Teflon.
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Part nr. A (mm) B (mm) C (mm) D (mm)

A420100021 41,50 7,20 25,30 32,50

A750100045 53 7,20 25,80 33

A420100021  COMPACT GAUGE  Ø40 1/8" 0-12 Bar (For Line 042)
A750100045  COMPACT GAUGE Ø50 1/8" 0-12 Bar (For Line 050, 052, 075, 080)

ASSEMBLING THE COMPACT GAUGE

Dimensions
 

1.

Screw the
gauge up
to end of

stroke.

Should it look not aligned, it
can be slightly unscrewed
(max 360°) so as to bring it

into position.

2. 3.

4. 5.

Ordering part nrs.
 

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%98#:~:text=Si%20pu%C3%B2%20digitarlo%2C%20su%20Windows,e%20Alt%2BMaiuscole%2Bo%20.
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%98#:~:text=Si%20pu%C3%B2%20digitarlo%2C%20su%20Windows,e%20Alt%2BMaiuscole%2Bo%20.
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CAUTION: The operations of assembling and disassembling the gauge must be
carried out with a depressurized system (like for the traditional gauges).

What happens if, by mistake, you should try to unscrew the gauge when the system is
still under pressure?

Unscrewing the gauge, the O-Ring gets out of its tightness seat, but the thread results
to be still hooked to the body. The milling executed on the gauge thread (drawing 1
point A) will allow the air passage, thus purposely creating a leakage which can be
heard by the operator, signaling that the unit is still under pressure.

The operator shall immediately stop the operation and depressurize the system,
before proceeding with the gauge disassembling.

The new compact gauge requires a
prearrangement on the regulator / filter regulator
body, therefore it can be used on the Aircomp
units only.

Drawing 1 shows the designed kind of tightness
and the particular shape of the seat on the unit
body.

All the Aircomp regulators / filter regulators
prearranged for the compact gauge can be
equipped also with a traditional gauge with
tapered thread.

PLEASE NOTE

Drawing 1

Prearranged body Not prearranged body Prearranged body Not prearranged body


